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Abstract. In this paper, we address the problem of active packet rout-
ing and forwarding in an active IP network involving both legacy IP
routers and active capable routers. We first argue that any traditional
routing scheme does not work well in active networks. We then give
a formulation of a generalized active routing problem and propose an
efficient routing scheme based on the formulation. The scheme is active-
destination initiated, and is used for computing paths to a set of active
destinations(servers). This selective approach allows the scheme to be
seamlessly deployed onto any active IP network. We also present a la-
beling technique such that a label embedded in a packet can uniquely
identify the expected ongoing services on the packet’s journey. With a
forwarding table indexed by these labels, a simple and quick label lookup
is sufficient to resolve any incoming active packet’s next hop.

1 Introduction

Routers in the Internet pass any incoming packet without any examination or
modification on the packet’s payload. They process and modify the packet’s
header only. A packet in an active network can carry fragments of program code
to be executed on the network nodes as well as data to be applied to the code.
Thus network users can customize network behavior to suit their requirements
and needs by embedding application-specific computation in the packet’s code.
As a result, it is possible for the users to change the behavior of network nodes
on the fly. This ability allows network service providers to develop and deploy
new services quickly without going through standardization or vendor-driven
consensus.

For a while, results from active network research [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9] will be
tested as add-on features onto the existing network infrastructure before active
networking is believed to be mature enough to be deployed in a global scale. At
any rate, it seems unreasonable to simultaneously convert the whole Internet to a
gigantic active network. In the meantime, only some of the routers in the network
will support programmability. An active IP network [18], an intermediate step
toward pure active networking, involves two different types of network nodes,
legacy IP routers and active routers with active processing capability. Both nodes
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have been integrated into a single network, and take advantage of the same type
of packets and node resources. As a result, users of the traditional IP service do
not need to be aware of the existence of active routers. This allows active routers
to be deployed seamlessly into an IP network.

In this paper, we address the problem of packet routing and forwarding in
an active IP network. In the Internet, each IP packet’s next hop is solely based
on the packet’s destination address. On the other hand, the route of an active
packet has to include appropriate intermediate active processing node(s) in be-
tween the packet’s source and destination. In addition, the current route of an
active packet to its destination is subject to change to reflect any further con-
straint arising later at another intermediate active router. Thus the routing for
active packets here is dynamic and differs from any Internet routing currently
in use. Our goal is to design an efficient active routing scheme and provide a
way to deploy the scheme onto active IP networks. The proposed scheme is ac-
tive destination(server)-initiated: the destination of active application initiates
a constrained path computation to itself using dynamic metrics reflecting active
processing costs as well as link costs. We also propose a compact labeling tech-
nique so that a label embedded in a packet can uniquely identify the expected
ongoing services on the packet’s journey. The routing scheme constructs a for-
warding table arranged by such labels at each active router. Then a simple table
lookup suffices for an incoming active packet to determine the next active router
to its destination.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a graph-based
formulation of the problem of routing in an active IP network. In section 3, we
provide an active destination-initiated routing scheme that constructs a forward-
ing table indexed with labels at each active node. In section 4, we then show how
a simple table lookup with a fixed length label can quickly determine an active
packet’s next active router. We provide related work of routing in active net-
works in section 5. In section 6, we conclude the work in the paper and present
some future research problems.

2 Routing in Active IP Networks: Problem Formulation

Before we present the problem formulation, we need to resolve a couple of design
issues. First, how to address active routers in an active IP network? Since we
expect active routers in the network to coexist with other legacy IP routers, we
stipulate that each active router is identified by its IP addresses like other IP
routers. Second, how to differentiate active packets from ordinary IP packets?
We use the Router Alert Option [11] to identify active packets. It allows an active
node to process active packets and IP packets differently. An active packet does
not cause any alarm when processed by non-active IP nodes and undergoes
default IP processing.

The major constraint in active routing is that every active route must include
at least one intermediate active node that performs some customized computa-
tion within the network. A general form of active routing is to select a sequence
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of intermediate active nodes through which the active hosts are connected. For
example, as observed in [12], an active application for secure data transmission
may include both encryption and decryption active processing in that order.

Basically, an active flow can choose its own route on the fly at each interme-
diate active node in the network. Thus we can’t safely assume that the path of an
active packet computed at a certain active node remains unchanged throughout
the packet’s lifetime. For example, if an application can decide whether or not
its data be compressed based on the current condition of the network possibly
for saving bandwidth of a congested link, the packets of the application may or
may not need decompression afterward. Hence this routing problem requires a
dynamic routing scheme that should be able to reflect a new constraint, if ever
come, on the fly.

We are now ready to formally state a routing problem in an active IP network.
The formulation given here is similar to that of the work in [12]. The network is
represented by a graph, G = (V, E), in which the nodes correspond to routers and
hosts, while the edges correspond to physical links between these nodes. We have
a source s ∈ V and a destination t ∈ V . An edge (u, v) has a non-negative value
cost(u, v) representing the ”cost” of sending a packet across the corresponding
link. Also, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we let Ai ⊆ V be a subset of the nodes and it
contains nodes where the active service i may be performed. We assume that
the destination t belongs to Aj for some j. For each node w ∈ Ai, a non-negative
value cost(w) representing the cost of performing active service i at the node w
is associated. On its journey to the destination, each active packet p processed
at an active node w ∈ Ai has an associated service list, denoted list(p, w), which
is a sequence (sa, . . . , sb), where 1 ≤ sa, . . . , sb ≤ k, representing the active
services p need to have from now onward upto the destination. A service list
list(p, w) = (sa, . . . , sb) is dynamic so that it can be updated to list(p, w′) later,
where for some w′ ∈ Vs′ , s′ ∈ {sa, . . . , sb}, list(p, w′) is not necessarily a proper
suffix of list(p, w).

Throughout this paper, for simplicity, we assume each active node performs
only one active service. It is straightforward to extend our work to take care the
case when an active node is able to select an arbitrary service among multiple
different active services available at the node.

For an active packet, the purpose of our routing algorithm is to find a feasible
path that keeps to its current active service constraint at every active node and
has ”least” cost. The cost of a path is defined as the sum of the costs of its
edges and active processing nodes. A least cost path in a legacy IP network is
not necessarily the one that our scheme is looking for since the path is obtained
with no awareness of service constraint. Given a destination, moreover, the least
cost feasible path of a packet at a node is not necessarily a proper suffix of the
least cost feasible path of the same packet computed before. Since a packet’s
processing result in terms of routing is unknown until it is processed, no routing
algorithm can always generate global optimum routes in terms of path costs.

A solution was proposed in [12] for finding a least cost feasible path for the
special case that the service list constraint is known in advance and remains
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fixed. We call this routing static in the sense that the service list for an active
packet remains unchanged along the path to the packet’s destination. In the
general problem with dynamic nature, it is possible for a ”good” route selected
at a certain point on the path to be revoked and recomputed at later active
nodes in the network.

3 Our Routing Scheme

3.1 Basic Idea

Our routing scheme governs route computation only for the set of active des-
tinations(servers) in an active IP network. For non-active destinations in the
network, a popular link state routing algorithm like OSPF2 [16,17] can do the
route calculation. Because, in our routing scheme, each initiating active destina-
tion(server) takes charge of its route recomputations, the updating of routes to
each active destination is uncorrelated. Moreover our active routing is indepen-
dent of any traditional routing that computes paths for other IP nodes. Hence
the scheme can control its routing overhead itself and do not necessarily have to
be affected by the dynamic conditions in the active IP network.

A basic assumption in our approach is that each active node has a complete,
global knowledge about node connectivity, link costs, and every other active
node’s information including its identity and providing active service. A modifi-
cation to the link state protocol OSPF2 can provide the necessary capability. For
supporting multicast, OSPF2’s link state advertisement packet is marked by a
particular bit in its option field. Likewise, an active router may use an unused bit
in the option field to indicate its active capability when transmitting its own link
state advertisement packets. Non-active nodes would simply ignore the active bit
as they are not aware of the meaning of the bit, while active nodes would rec-
ognize the active bit and record the identity and location of the packet’s sender.
In this way, each active node can take active nodes apart from non-active nodes
in the network while processing its incoming link state advertisement packets.
The scheme can be deployed to any active IP network without modifying OSPF2
software on any legacy IP router.

From an active IP network given as a graph, we generate the logical network
by extracting only the active nodes and connecting two active nodes with an
edge if and when there exists either a direct edge or an indirect path of IP nodes
between them. We assume that a link state routing algorithm is used throughout
the network for computing paths and generating routing table at each router. A
link state routing algorithm like OSPF2 computes the least-cost path between a
source and destination using complete, global knowledge about the network. To
obtain this information, each node broadcasts the costs of its attached links to
all other routers in the network. As the result of the nodes’ link state broadcast,
all nodes have an identical and complete view of the network, from which each
node can then compute the same set of least-cost paths as every other node.
Obviously the computation here is for computing paths of IP packets only.
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To take care active packet routing, each active node has to exchange infor-
mation about the current active processing cost of its service with every other
active node. The information exchange is done via the imposed logical topology
of active nodes overlaying the overall network topology. Thus each active node
in the network needs to run the routing algorithm for active packets with service
constraints as well as the link state routing algorithm for IP packets. Here we
discuss our routing scheme in terms of the logical network of a given active IP
network.

3.2 Routing Message Exchange and Forwarding Table Construction

Our routing scheme is destination-initiated, which means each active destina-
tion initiates a constrained path computation to itself. The basic mechanism is
message flooding in the logical network. An initial routing message is generated
at a target destination node periodically. Upon the receipt of a routing message,
each node updates its current best path to the destination based on the informa-
tion carried by the message, modifies the message, and then floods the modified
message to all neighbors except the one from which the original message was
received.

Each routing message contains a TTL value to prevent it from appearing
infinitely and an increasing sequence number to ignore old routing messages
generated in the previous rounds. A node may receive more than one routing
message with the same sequence number, indicating distinct paths to the des-
tination. A routing message also contains the XOR’s over the active services
the message has (backward)traversed since its initiation at the destination node.
This value becomes a label in the active forwarding table of the arriving node.
The forwarding table at a node has a set of entries each represented by a tuple
< label, next hop(active node), cost, seq number >, where label is the index key
value for table lookup, next hop is the next hop on the current best route with
the corresponding active list, cost is the cost of the route from the node, and
seq number is used for considering only up-to-date routing messages. Labeling
and table lookup methods are discussed in detail in the next section.

Let t be the active destination initiating the computation to its active service
sx. An initial routing message from t at an interval is of the form [t, sx, c, seq, ttl],
where t is the originating node’s address, sx is an advertising service list, c,
initially cost(t), is the cost to reach the destination via the services contributed
in sx. Pseudocode is given in Figure 1 for the processing at an arbitrary active
node a when it receives a routing message [b, sy, c, seq, ttl]. First, we update
the cost c to c′ to incorporate the active processing cost at a and the link cost
crossing the link (a, b). Then, to insert/update a tuple with the key value sy, we
lookup a’s forwarding table. Consider the two cases. Case1: A matching entry is
found. We investigate the sequence number seq of the message to see whether it
is stale or not. If the message is not stale, then we compare the newly computed
cost c′ to the one currently stored in the table. In case c′ is smaller(i.e., shorter),
we replace the stored tuple in the table with the tuple newly having the cost(c′),
next hop(b), and sequence number(seq). Then we flood an updated message
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carrying the new cost, the new label with the active service provided at a is
added via XOR, and a decremented TTL. In case the currently stored cost is
not greater than c′, we simply ignore and discard the message. If the message
is stale, we ignore and discard the message as well. Case2: A matching entry
is not found. We need to insert the tuple reflecting the message content into
the forwarding table, and then flood an updated message similar to the one in
Case1.

let c′ ← c + cost(a) + cost(a, b);
lookup a’s forwarding table entry with the key sy;
if matching entry found

let < l, nhcur, ccur, no > be the tuple with the key sy = l;
if (no ≤ seq)
if (ccur > c′)
replace the tuple < l, nhcur, ccur, no > with < l, b, c′, seq >;
forward [a, sy ⊕ i, c′, seq, ttl − 1] to every neighbor of a but b;
//i is the active service provided at a and
//⊕ is the XOR operator

else // ccur ≤ c′ : no better route found
ignore and discard the message;

else // no > seq : obsolete message
ignore and discard the message;

if matching entry not-found
insert the tuple < sy, b, c′, seq > to the forwarding table;
forward [a, sy ⊕ i, c′, seq, ttl − 1] to every neighbor of a but b;

Fig. 1. Processing of Routing Message [b, sy, c, seq, ttl] for Constructing a Forwarding
Table at the Node a

As an example, let us consider the propagation of routing messages in the
simple logical network shown in Figure 2. In this example, assume that the
message forwarded by node X reaches node W before the one forwarded by
node Y . Then the forwarding table entry at node W is updated with the new
value representing a better route to the destination with the same service list.

3.3 Active Routing Metric

To measure the dynamic active processing cost at an active node, we use the
delay measurement for representing node utilization. To do so, each incoming
active packet is recorded with its time of arrival at the node and its departure
time from the node. Note that the departure time minus the arrival time rep-
resents the amount of time the packet was delayed in the node. This number is
averaged with the last reported cost to suppress sudden change. The range of
value should be carefully adjusted to leverage the processing cost of a plain IP
packet.
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*: line overwritten

seq# = n

TTL = 3

cost(V ) = 2

cost(W ) = 4

cost(X) = 2

cost(Y ) = 1

cost(Z) = 1

[Z, s4, 1, n, 3]

[Z, s4, 1, n, 3]

[X, s4⊕ s3, 6, n, 2]

[X, s4⊕ s3, 6, n, 2]

[Y, s4⊕ s3, 4, n, 2]

[V, s4⊕ s3⊕ s2,

12, n, 1]

[W ’s forwarding Table]

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
label nexthop cost seq#

s4⊕ s3 X 12 n

s4⊕ s3 Y 9 n

s4⊕ s3⊕ s2 V 18 n

Fig. 2. A Forwarding Table Construction at W when Z initiates the message flooding

4 Labeling and Active Forwarding Table Lookup

The basic idea of labeling is to associate each path with a label computed as
the XOR over the services done along the path, and then use this label for each
packet of an active application (or flow) to follow that path. Here we assume
that each service is uniquely identified among the network with a fixed sized
identifier. A path is identified with its service list, say, (s1, s2, . . . , sm), where sm

is the service available at the destination of a packet following the path. At a
certain active node a, where a ∈ Asi for some i, the service list (si+1, . . . , sm) is
encoded by the label l = si+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ sm. It should be obvious that forwarding
tables constructed by the above routing scheme are consistent. The construction
ensures that after a packet carrying a label l′ generated from its expected service
list is processed by service si at node a, the forwarding table at a must contain
an entry with label si ⊕ l′. Notice that l′ should be si ⊕ si+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ sm and
si ⊕ l′ = si ⊕ (si ⊕ si+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ sm) = si+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ sm = l. It is easy to see that
the packet would follow exactly along the path that is linked by the next hop
fields of participating nodes.
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Active forwarding table lookup is a simple and efficient operation of finding a
matching identifier. An active packet carries a short, fixed length label by taking
XOR over the service identifiers along the prospect path. To determine the next
hop of any incoming active packet, each active node refers its own forwarding
table with the packet’s label l′. Below we summarize how the forwarding decision
is made at an active node a when it receives a packet p with the label l′.

the node a processes the packet p with the label l′ with its service,
say si;

let (si+1, . . . , sm) be the packet p’s onward service list revealed at the
above step;

let l denote si+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ sm;
lookup the forwarding table at the node a with the computed label l;

if matching entry found
forward the packet p carrying the updated label l to the next hop
found;

else // unexpected service list
compute the packet p’s route on the fly;

Fig. 3. Forwarding Decision at the Node a for the Packet p with the Label l′

We apply the IP tunneling technique for ensuring active packets sent by an
active node to correctly reach to another active node connected to the sending
node by intervening IP routers. The receiving side active node, which is the
destination of this IP packet, determines that it contains an active packet, and
extracts the active packet for customized active processing. In this way, it is
certain that the forwarding route of an active packet is always as expected, at
least in terms of the correct destination, by the most recently visited active node.

5 Related Work

Maxemchuk and Low [14] discussed how active routing can extend the capabil-
ities and utilization of various routing paradigms such as label switching, QoS
routing, mobility, etc. They proposed some implementation techniques including
pricing and sandboxes. Their techniques are mainly for enforcing and encour-
aging economic network resources. Our work has a different goal. We want to
provide a way to efficiently deliver active packets with active list constraints in
an active IP network. The work in [12] proposed an approach to the problem
of configuring application sessions that require intermediate processing. The ap-
proach transforms the session configuration problem into a conventional graph
theory problem. However, the proposed algorithms assumed that the active ser-
vice constraint of a packet should remain fixed throughout the packet’s lifetime,
which limits the applicability. Also, it is unclear how the proposed algorithms
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can be realized when many of the nodes in the network are non-active. On the
contrary, our routing scheme is able to coexist with the popular link state routing
algorithm and requires no modification of the behavior of legacy IP routers. The
work in [10] might be used as the preprocessing step of our routing scheme in or-
der to discover active neighbors in an active IP network. Unlike our assumption
on the fixed locations of services in an active network, a work in [13] proposed
a programmable selection and reconfiguration of service location. It would be
interesting to see how our scheme could be extended to allow such a dynamic
service provisioning. Our routing scheme is partly influenced by the work in [19],
which proposes a destination-initiated route computation for a small number of
hot destinations. The proposed routing scheme takes advantage of this selective
routing idea by taking active routing apart from the traditional IP routing. Us-
ing labels for fast packet processing is not new to networking areas [15,20]. For
active networks, the work in [15] uses labels for fast demultiplexing of active
packets upto their active handlers. The purpose of labels in our scheme is, how-
ever, for efficient active path computation and forwarding, which are essential
to active routing.

6 Conclusion

The major difference between active routing and traditional IP routing is that
routing decision for an active packet depends upon not only the destination
address of the packet and the routing table, but other factors including active
processing result, policy, etc.

In this work, we addressed the problem of active packet routing in an ac-
tive IP network, which involves both legacy IP routers and active routers. We
formulated a generalized active routing problem in an active IP network and
then proposed an efficient active routing scheme based on the formulation. Our
scheme is active-destination initiated, and it is used only for the set of active
servers without affecting the traditional IP routing for other destinations. This
selective approach allows the proposed scheme to be seamlessly deployed onto
any active IP network. Also, it reflects dynamic active processing costs metric
in addition to link costs when computing routes to active destinations. In order
for fast active packet forwarding, we provided a compact labeling technique such
that a label embedded in a packet can uniquely identify the expected ongoing
services on the packet’s journey. With a forwarding table indexed by these la-
bels, it is possible for an incoming active packet to determine its next hop active
node by a simple and fast table lookup.

We believe that a large scale experimental study on the proposed scheme is
necessary and beneficial to investigate any further questions and problems. As a
first step, we are currently working on the extension of OSPF2 protocol and its
deployment on a small scale active network testbed. An important problem that
must be addressed would be the integration of the proposed routing scheme with
existing exterior gateway protocol like BGP4 for a wide area active IP network.
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